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Selected Abbreviations
CCUS – Carbon capture utilization and storage
eROI – Energy return in energy invested
VRE – Variable renewable energy, such as wind and solar
HELE – High efficiency, low emission
IEA – International Energy Agency in Paris
FCOE – Full cost of electricity
LCOE – Levelized cost of electricity
MIPS – Material input per unit of service (or output)
PES – Primary energy supply, or PE for primary energy
PV – Photovoltaic
USC – Ultra-super-critical
VRE – Variable renewable energy
~

– Approximately

Preface:
•

•

Energy (in Watt-hour or Wh, in German “Arbeit oder Energie”) vs. Power (in Watt or W, in German
“Leistung”)
−

Energy is the capacity to do work. Power is energy per unit of time. Thus, energy is what makes
change happen and can be transferred form one object to another. Energy can also be transformed
from one form to another. Power is the rate at which energy is transferred.

−

Once you know both the energy storage capacity (i.e., MWh) of a battery and the output power (i.e.,
MW), you can simply divide these numbers to find how long the battery will last.

−

Energy is stored in a Tesla battery (i.e., 100 kWh). “Horse”-power, let’s say 150 kW, is what moves
the car forward. The battery, filled with energy (kWh), drains over time depending on how much
power (kW) is required for moving the car, which depends on how you drive and the surrounding
conditions.

Capacity Factor “CF” (in German “Nutzungsgrad”) is the percentage of power output achieved from the
installed capacity for a given site, usually stated on an annual basis.
−

Capacity factor is different from the efficiency factor. For comparison, efficiency measures the
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percentage of input energy transformed to usable or output energy.
−

In Germany, photovoltaics (“PV”) achieves an average annual capacity factor of ~10−11%, while
California reaches an annual average CF of 25% (Schernikau & Smith, 2021). Thus, California yields
almost 2,5x the output of an identical PV plant in Germany.

−

It is important to distinguish between the average annual capacity factor and the monthly or better
weekly and daily capacity factor, which is very relevant when keeping an electricity system stable that
requires demand to always equal supply for the electric frequency to remain stable.

•

Conservation of Energy – the 1st Law of Thermodynamics essentially states that energy can never be
created from nothing nor lost into nothing, only converted from one form to another. Different forms of
energy include thermal, mechanical, electrical, chemical, nuclear, and radiant energy.

•

Entropy of Energy – the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics essentially distinguishes between useful energy (low
entropy) that can perform work and less useful energy (high entropy) that cannot easily perform work.
−

Entropy is a measure of randomness, disorder, or diffusion in an energy system where greater disorder
= greater entropy.

−

Whenever energy is converted from one form to another, there is always some fraction of useful
energy that becomes useless (entropy/disorder increases).

−

Planck said in other words “Every process occurring in nature always increases the sum of the
entropies of all bodies taking part in the process, at the limit – for reversible processes – the sum
remains unchanged.”

−

The 2nd Law of Thermodynamics thus explains why perpetual motion machines are not possible.

−

Thus, the more complex energy processes are, the more useful energy is lost.

Abstract
Understanding electricity generation’s true cost is paramount to choosing and prioritizing our future energy
systems. This paper introduces the full cost of electricity (FCOE) and discusses energy returns (eROI). The
authors conclude with suggestions for energy policy considering the new challenges that come with global
efforts to “decarbonize”.
In 2021, debate started to occur regarding energy security (or rather electricity security) which was driven by an
increase in electricity demand, shortage of energy raw material supply, insufficient electricity generation from
wind and solar, and geopolitical challenges, which in turn resulted in high prices and volatility in major
economies. This was witnessed around the world, for instance in China, India, the US, and of course Europe.
Reliable electricity supply is crucial for social and economic stability and growth which in turn leads to
eradication of poverty.
The authors explain and quantify the gap between installed energy capacity and actual electricity generation
when it comes to variable renewable energy. The main challenges for wind and solar are its intermittency and
low energy density, and as a result practically every wind mill or solar panel requires either a backup or storage,
which adds to system costs.
Widely used levelized cost of electricity, LCOE, is inadequate to compare intermittent forms of energy
generation with dispatchable ones and when making decisions at a country or society level. We introduce and
describe the methodology for determining the full cost of electricity (FCOE) or the full cost to society. FCOE
explains why wind and solar are not cheaper than conventional fuels and in fact become more expensive the
higher their penetration in the energy system. The IEA confirms “…the system value of variable renewables such
as wind and solar decreases as their share in the power supply increases”. This is illustrated by the high cost of
the “green” energy transition.
We conclude with suggestions for a revised energy policy. Energy policy and investors should not favor wind,
solar, biomass, geothermal, hydro, nuclear, gas, or coal but should support all energy systems in a manner which
avoids energy shortage and energy poverty. All energy always requires taking resources from our planet and
processing them, thus negatively impacting the environment. It must be humanity’s goal to minimize these
negative impacts in a meaningful way through investments – not divestments – by increasing, not decreasing,
energy and material efficiencies.
Therefore, the authors suggest energy policy makers to refocus on the three objectives, energy security, energy
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affordability, and environmental protection. This translates into two pathways for the future of energy:
(1) invest in education and base research to pave the path towards a New Energy Revolution where energy
systems can sustainably wean off fossil fuels.
(2) In parallel, energy policy must support investment in conventional energy systems to improve their
efficiencies and reduce the environmental burden of generating the energy required for our lives.
Additional research is required to better understand eROI, true cost of energy, material input, and effects of
current energy transition pathways on global energy security.
Keywords: energy, electricity, fossil fuels, natural gas, coal, nuclear, wind, solar, renewables, energy, energy
policy, clean coal technology, USC
1. Introduction (Today’s Global Electricity Systems)
In 2019, fossil fuels – in order of importance – oil, coal, and gas made up ~80% of global primary energy
(“PE”) production totaling ~170.000 TWh or ~600 EJ. Despite Covid and significant wind and solar capacity
additions, the percentage has not changed in 2021, quite the contrary, coal made a comeback (IEA, 2022a). Coal
and gas made up ~60% of global gross electricity production totaling ~28.400 TWh in 2021. It is important to
note that global electricity production makes up ~40% of primary energy with transportation, heating, and
industry accounting for the remaining ~60% (Figure 1).
Current energy policy focuses on the electrification of energy, thus significantly increasing electricity’s share
of primary energy by using electricity more for transportation (see EVs), heating (see heat pumps), and industry
(see DRI, producing steel using hydrogen). Therefore, this paper focuses on electricity. For a more
comprehensive discussion on transportation, the authors recommend Kiefer 2013 Twenty-First Century Snake
Oil, that includes details on hydrocarbons and biofuels for transportation which are not covered herein in greater
detail.
Despite trillions of US dollar spent globally on the “energy transition”, the proportion of fossil fuels as part of
total energy supply has been largely constant at around 80% since the 1970s when energy consumption was less
than half as high (WEF, 2020). Also in Europe, fossil fuels share is still above 70%. Kober et al. 2020 among
others, confirm that total primary energy consumption more than doubled in the 40 years between 1978 to 2018.
At the same time, energy intensity of GDP improved by a little less than 1% confirming Jevon’s Paradox that
energy efficiency improvements are always offset by higher energy demand (Polimeni et al., 2015).
Variable “renewables” in the form of wind and solar – while not the subject of this paper – accounted for ~3% of
global primary energy and ~8% of global gross electricity production in 2019, and this was largely unchanged in
2020 and 2021 (refer to Schernikau & Smith, 2021 for more details on solar and Schernikau & Smith, 2022b on
wind). Other forms of energy supply usually categorized as “renewables” – such as biomass, hydro, geothermal,
or tidal power – are not detailed further as they are not considered variable and have a different quality. For
comparison, coal and gas combined accounted for ~50% of global primary energy and ~60% of global gross
electricity production. Thus, fossil fuels still exceeded wind and solar by a “Fossil to Wind-Solar Factor” of 27x
for primary energy and 8x for electrical power production (IEA, 2021a).
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Figure 1. Ovverview of gloobal primary ennergy and elecctricity
Note: (1) Onlly the portion of industry/transport/
i
/building that is noot included underr electricity; (2) asssumed worldwidee net efficiency off about
33% for nucclear, 37% for cooal, 42% for gas, assume generouss avg. ~40% efficciency => 27.0000TWh becomes 668.000 TWh or 40% of
170.000TWhh
Sources: Schhernikau Research and Analysis baseed on BP, 2021, IE
EA, 2021a.

Germany iis the foremostt industrializedd nation in thee move toward decarbonization and has invvested at least EUR
~360 billioon since 2000 (Note 1) in thhe “energy trannsition” reduciing the share oof nuclear and fossil fuels (B
BfWE
2020). It sshall be noted that nuclear iss the most net energy efficieent (see sectionn 0 on eROI) and least polluting
way of prroducing elecctricity but facces other chaallenges. How
wever, as Euroope has been reducing its own
productionn of fossil fueels, the contineent’s dependennce on energyy raw materiall imports increeased significa
antly,
mostly froom Russia, oveer the past two decades.
With the m
money invested in the “enerrgy transition” – until 2021 – Germany haas reached a w
wind/solar sharre for
gross electtricity producttion of ~28%. The primary energy share oof wind and solar (Note 2), however, wass still
only 5%. To achieve this “transitiion”, Germanyy’s installed power capaccity had to ddouble (Figure
e 2).
Consequenntly, the renew
wable energy ssector grossly underperform
med, comparedd to its investm
ment in real en
nergy
terms, andd Germany’s ellectricity pricees reached the highest amongg the G20. Thiis underperform
mance, howev
ver, is
due to thee low-capacityy factor, low eenergy efficienncy, and otherr inherent shorrtcomings of vvariable renew
wable
energy discussed herein (Figure 3), not due to bad im
mplementationn or bad intent.
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Figure 2. German
G
installeed power capaacity, electricityy production, aand primary ennergy
Note: (1) CA
AGR: +3,5%; (2) CAGR:
C
+0,1%; (3)) CAGR -0,9%; (44) Including hydroo & biomass.
Source: Scheernikau Research and
a Analysis based on Fraunhofer, 22022, AGE, 2021,, Agora, 2022 (Noote 2).

During the 20 years froom 2002 to 20021, Germany’’s installed power capacity aalmost doubleed from 115 GW
G to
222 GW w
while total elecctricity consum
mption was esssentially flat and primary energy fell ovver 15% (Figu
ure 2,
Note 2). O
Over the nextt decades, Geermany expectts a significannt increase in electricity coonsumption for the
electrificattion of transpoortation, heatinng, and industtrial processess to satisfy inccreased demannd from consu
umers
and industtry as required by the Germaan “Energiewennde”.
The globaal average lookks slightly bettter. Of the totaal 2020 globall installed energy capacity oof ~8.000 GW
W or 8
TW (Figurre 10), about 18%
1
or ~1.4000 GW was winnd and solar w
which contributted ~8% to gloobal electricity
y and
~3% to priimary energy (BP,
(
2021; IEA
A, 2019b; IEA
A, 2021a). Afteer installation oof almost 200 GW of solar PV
P in
2021, in M
March 2022, the world celebrrated the first 1 TW of installled solar capaccity (PV-Mag, 2022).
Figure 2 illlustrates the substantial discconnect betweeen installed caapacity and gennerated electricity. It appearss that
in countriees such as Geermany, given the average ccapacity factors for wind annd solar, a dooubling in insttalled
capacity w
will lead to lesss than 1/3 of electricity suppply and less tthan 10% conntribution to prrimary energy.. The
reasons foor this disconnnect are multiffold and impact the world oof electricity iin many ways. Figure 3 listts the
shortcominngs of variablee renewable ennergy (VRE) ffor electricity ggeneration in tthe form of winnd and solar which
w
explain thee reasons for the
t apparent ddivide betweenn capacity and power generaation. These deeficiencies of VRE
can only ppartially be redduced through ttechnological iimprovementss.
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Figure 3. Sum
mmary of shorttcomings of vaariable renewaable energy forr electricity genneration
Source: Scheernikau Research and
a Analysis.

Despite thhe sun’s immennse power, the energy availaable per m2 froom natural winnd and solar reesources are lim
mited
and too sm
mall to allow efficient electtricity generattion at grid sccale (low energgy density). A
Additional neg
gative
effects of w
wind and solaar on vegetationn, local and reegional climatee, animal life, seaways, birdd flyways, and bird,
bat, and even insect poppulations also must be conssidered. Thesee effects originnate primarilyy from the required
large land area (Schernkkau and Smith 22022b).
Technologgical advances will further inncrease net effficiencies of w
wind and solarr installations. However, phy
ysical
boundariess, as described by the Betzz Law and Scchockler-Queissser Limit, dissmiss the possibility of ten
n-fold
improvem
ments. There is no prospect oof a paradigm sshift in energyy from PV or w
wind as is promised for quantum
computingg. One cannot compare enerrgy with computing, they folllow different laws (Figure 77).
The 33% qquantum efficiiency Schockler-Quiesser Liimit for siliconn can be exceeeded with mullti-layer PVs which
w
so far are uunstable and leess durable thaan silicon PV ppanels. Today, they already ssurpass mono-ccrystalline silic
con’s
quantum eefficiency by about
a
50%, butt 20-year operational life forr multilayer PV
V are not in reeach. Technolo
ogical
improvem
ments and new
w materials, suuch as perovsskites and quaantum dots, m
may overcomee the stability
y and
durability problems in tiime, but 100%
% quantum effi
ficiency is the absolute physical maximum
m that will never be
Larger scale wind parks withh high density wind turbine installations sshow reduced yyields due to wake
w
reached. L
effects andd wind energy extraction (Scchernikau & Sm
mith, 2022b).
Thus, tech
hnological impprovements may improve PV’s quantum efficiencies byy a factor of ttwo, but not by
y the
required m
multiple to com
mpete with con
nventional eneergy generatioon and to surppass the requirred eROI hurd
dle at
grid scale. Be reminiscennt that also connventional eneergy generationn improves its efficiency oveer time.
2. Literatu
ure Review, Methodology,
M
and Results (C
Cost of Electrricity and eRO
OI)
Schernikauu has completed a total of oover 70 interviiews in Europee, Africa, Asiaa, and North A
America during the
past 3 yeaars. Discussioons have takenn place at varrious ministriees, economic government oorganizations, with
universitiees, and industtrial conglom
merates. The ooverarching thheme from thhese interview
ws was a lac
ck of
understandding of the truue full cost off electricity annd continued m
misuse of the m
marginal cost measure LCO
OE to
compare ccosts of VRE with
w conventioonal sources off power. In all interviews, thhe principal deesire – especiallly in
developingg nations – waas to support a sustainable yeet economicallly viable energgy policy to traansition away from
fossil fuelss as fast as posssible. The cossts and downsiides associatedd with such a ttransition weree rarely undersstood
or researchhed.
Schernikauu has contacted energy thinkk tanks such ass the IEA, the IIEEJ, and the A
ACE (ASEAN
N Center for En
nergy)
and discusssed some of thhe above topiccs in detail. Thee conclusions herein are alsoo a result from
m these intercha
anges.
The politiccal componennt inherent in tthe work at alll of the mentiioned organizaation was rem
moved and attention
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was put on the economic impacts of the proposed transition to VRE. The literature researched is referenced at the
specific elements detailed in the paper.
The cost of electricity is important for a country’s global competitiveness and a key element for economic
development as well as the discussion on energy policy at large. Electricity systems are complex, which is also
driven by the fact that a functioning electricity system can only supply usable power if and only if electricity
demand equals electricity supply at all times, every second. This unique characteristic of electricity systems
drives costs. We need to differentiate between cost, value, and price, which are not the same. Further below we
discuss only cost.
•

Cost – the resources and work required for production.

•

Value – the intrinsic value or utility to the consumer for a particular application as compared to its
alternatives.

•

Price – what consumers or the market are willing to pay. The price is influenced, or distorted, by
government or company intervention, such as laws, mandates, subsidies, geopolitics, and more.

The true full cost of electricity, FCOE, is detailed in the following section. Cost of electricity has been studied in
detail by several government organizations and universities. The Full cost of electricity donated as FCe was
described in a number of white papers published at the University of Texas 2018. UT however focuses on
transmission and distribution, paying less attention to backup, storage, and the intermittency of VRE. Also, the
lower asset utilization of backup systems is not discussed in greater detail.
The OECD (OECD NEA, 2018) references the full cost of electricity separating between (a) plant-level costs, (b)
grid-level system costs, and (c) external or social cost outside the electricity system. The argument is that that the
full cost must include all three categories, which the authors agree with. The OECD study pays more attention to
higher volatility and complexity with added VRE in the system, but energy required or cost for recycling is not
considered. In the OECD’s discussion on pollution and GHGs, the life-cycle emission and non-emission impact
of energy systems is not considered, the focus is on combustion/operation and CO2 (OECD NEA, 2018, p. 101).
The study also only marginally considers resource and space consideration. On costs the following OECD
statements are important:
•

“When VREs increase the cost of the total system, …, they impose such technical externalities or social
costs through increased balancing costs, more costly transport and distribution networks and the need
for more costly residual systems to provide security of supply around the clock” (OECD NEA, 2018, p.
39).

•

“From the point of view of economic theory, VREs should be taxed for these surplus costs [integration
costs above] in order to achieve their economically optimal deployment” (OECD NEA, 2018, p. 39).

Various other electricity-cost-metrics exist (Note 3) such as LCOE, VALCOE, LACE, LCOS, Integrations Costs
of VRE, etc. For a complete cost picture, the authors introduce the full cost of electricity to society, FCOE. The
authors’ FCOE falls into ten different categories that illustrate its complexity and many are not easily measurable
(see Figure 5). The authors have not yet found these 10 categories considered in full by any energy economic
institutions, government, university, private company, or any of the media. Usually only a few cost categories are
discussed, and levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is erroneously used most often. The socio-economic and
environmental benefit of understanding the methods for electricity cost determination are substantial and require
further study.
2.1 Full Cost of Electricity – FCOE
Since the question of electricity is one at society level, or at least at country level, the authors attempt to define
the true full cost of electricity FCOE. Ten cost categories determine what we refer to as the Full Cost of
Electricity “FCOE” to society:
1) Cost of Building electricity generation/processing equipment such as a solar panel, power plant, a mine, a gas
well, or a refinery, etc. (often referred to as investment costs).
2) Cost of Fuel, such as oil, coal, gas, uranium, biomass, solar, or wind (which has a zero cost of fuel). This
would include processing, upgrading, and transporting the fuel through pipelines, on vessels, rail, or trucks. It
would also include costs for rehabilitating the source of the fuel, such as mines or wells. LCOE often assumes
that the price for CO2 is part of the Cost of Fuel, but to be correct we define a separate category 7: Cost of
Emissions.
3) Cost of Operating and maintaining the electricity generation/processing equipment.
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4) Cost of (Electricity) Transportation/Balancing systems to the end user, such as transmission grids, charging
stations, load balancing, smart meters, other IT technology, and its increasing threat from cyber-attacks. Refer to
BCG Guide to Cyber Security (BCG, 2021a) and the March 2022 cyber-attack on satellite infrastructure
targeting German windmills (Willuhn, 2022). Also refer to the 2017 attack on Ukrainian energy infrastructure
described in the excellent book Sandworm – a new era of cyberwar (Greenberg, 2019).
5) Cost of Storage, if required medium and long-term (different from load balancing), that should include cost of
building and operating, for example, pumped hydro, batteries, hydrogen, etc. Keep in mind that oil, coal, gas,
uranium, and biomass are storage of energy in themselves.
a. Full Cost of Storage must include just for storage alone (1) Cost of Building, (3) Cost of Operation, (7)
Cost of Emissions, (8) Cost of Recycling, and (10) other metrics MIPS, lifetime, eROI.
6) Cost of Backup technology; electricity systems include redundancy in case something happens to a power
plant or equipment. All reliable electricity systems are overdesigned, usually by ~20% of the highest (peak)
power demand. In addition:
a. Every single VRE installation equipment such as wind and solar require 100% backup, storage, or
combination of both as by nature they are not dispatchable or predictable.
b. Conventional power plants are often used as a backup for VRE. The higher the share of VRE in the
electricity system, the less such backup capacity will be used causing lower asset utilization. Thus, the
cost of backup increases logarithmically as the VRE share in the energy system increases beyond a
certain point (see also IEEJ, 2020, p. 124).
c. Thus, backup capacity may and currently does substitute long-term storage and is included herein as a
separate category since it has a different quality and cost. It is important to avoid double counting.
7) Cost of Emissions includes the true cost (not arbitrary taxes or subsidies) of all air-borne emissions from
power generation technology along the entire value chain. This would include but not be limited to particulate
matters, SOx, NOx, as well as life cycle greenhouse gases including from building and recycling the equipment.
Benefits of CO2 because of its proven fertilization effects for all plant life would also have to be incorporated
(Zhu et al., 2016; NASA, 2019; WEF, 2019). For cost of global warming the authors refer to Nordhaus 2018,
Lomborg 2020, and Kahn 2021.
8) Cost of Recycling, decommissioning, or rehabilitation of electricity generation and, separately as part of point
6 above, backup equipment after its lifetime expired. See also The Hidden Cost of Solar Energy published by
INSEAD and Harvard (Atasu et al., 2021).
9) Room Cost (sometimes called land footprint or energy sprawl) is a new cost category relevant for low energy
density “renewable” energy such as wind, solar, or biomass. Due to the low energy density per m2 of wind, solar,
or biomass, they take up significantly more space than conventional energy generation installations where room
costs tend to be negligible, at least relatively to VRE. These larger space requirements negatively impact our
environment and need to be considered.
a. Room cost includes direct costs and opportunity costs related to the larger space required and the impact
on, i.e., sea transportation routes, crop land, forests, urban areas, affected bird and animal life, changing
wind and local climate, increasing temperatures, increasing water scarcity in aridic areas, noise pollution,
etc.
b. Climatic and warming effects of large-scale wind and solar installations are well documented but remain
mostly ignored by the industry, policy makers, and investors (see Barron-Gafford et al., 2016; Miller &
Keith, 2018; Lu et al., 2020; Schernikau & Smith, 2022b).
c. A new coal power plant in India would require about 2,8 km2 per 1 GW installed capacity plus the space
for the coal mining (Zalk & Behrens, 2018; CEA, 2020). A new solar park would take about 17 km2 per
1 GW installed capacity, plus the space for mining the resources to build solar. 1 GW installed solar
capacity would generate much less electricity due to solar’s low-capacity factor. Adjusting for a 16,5%
average Spanish solar capacity factor, this would translate to a comparable 93 km2 for solar, or a multiple
of 33x compared to coal. Additional space is required for backup and/or storage due to solar’s
intermittent nature (Schernikau & Smith, 2021).
d. The room costs per installed MW of VRE increases the higher the installed capacity reaches. The reason
has to do with reduced capacity factor for wind in larger wind farms (see wake effect) as well the
reduced value of additional VRE beyond an optimal penetration level (NEA, 2018, p. 84).
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10) Other Metrics: Threee more elemeents of the Fulll Cost of Electtricity FCOE aare metrics thaat are not meassured
in US$ buut are importaant for enviroonmental efficciency of electricity generattion. None off these metrics are
included inn LCOE:
a. Ma
Material Input Per Unit of S
Service (MIPS
S) measures thhe material orr resource effiiciency of building
eneergy equipmennt in tons of rraw materials pper MW capaacity and per M
MWh producedd electricity. MIPS
M
forr energy equippment thus meaasures an impoortant elementt of environmeental impact. T
The US Department
of Energy DOE and the IEA document the high materiall input for rennewable technoology and cap
pacity
(seee Figure 4, DO
OE, 2015; IEA
A, 2020d, p. 6).
b. Liffetime: measuures how long tthe equipmentt is used beforre it is retired oor replaced. W
We need to con
nsider
thaat repowering of
o wind and soolar significanttly reduces thee designed lifettime.
c. energy Return on
o Investmentt (eROI): in a way summariizes a large poortion of all m
measures mentiioned
aboove. eROI also accounts ffor the net ennergy efficienncy of buildinng, operating, and recycling
g the
equuipment. It includes all embbedded energyy. An eROI off 2:1 means innvesting 1 kW
Wh input energy for
eveery 2 kWh off output energyy. As per Weiissbach et al. ((2013), solar aand biomass inn Northern Eu
urope
havve a buffered eROI of aboutt 2−4. Nuclearr has an eROI of about 75, aand coal and gas about 30 (w
which
thee authors conssider to be tooo optimistic). R
Roman culturee, the most effficient pre-inddustrial civiliza
ation,
reaached an eRO
OI of 2:1. Mucch uncertaintyy remains abouut actual eRO
OI values and further research is
reqquired.
The authoors emphasize here that the Full Cost off Electricity “F
FCOE” to soociety does noot include taxe
es or
subsidies w
which in fact are
a arbitrary (N
Note 4). Goverrnments somettimes impose ggovernment seet prices or tax
xes in
an attemptt to emulate such true costss or to supportt research & ddevelopment. FCOE will acccount for all “true
costs” andd therefore maay not be the right metric ffor all investm
ment decisionss that have to incorporate taxes,
subsidies, or prices (rathher than costs) of certain elem
ments.

Figure 4. Base-materrial input per 1 TW generatioon
Note: Other iincludes iron, leadd, plastic, and siliccon
Source: Adappted from DOE, 2015, Table 10.4, pp. 390.

mate the true coost to society tthat is relevantt when estimatting the globall cost of the en
nergy
FCOE atteempts to estim
transition to the global cost of any hhuman-causedd climatic chaanges. Therefoore, fossil fuell subsidies are
e not
included aas a separate item
i
(Note 4). Neither are ssubsidies for w
wind and solarr included, succh as missing CO2
taxes evenn though the prroduction and recycling of ssolar and windd capacity and backup system
ms incur signifficant
GHG emisssions, or misssing integratioon costs for VR
RE as explaineed before and detailed in OE
ECD NEA 201
18, p.
39. Pleasee note that to date, CO2 or “carbon” taxees include onlyy direct CO2 emissions from
m fuel-combu
ustion
leaving ouut life-cycle em
missions along the entire valuue chain, such as methane annd other GHGss. Additionally
y, less
than half of anthropoggenic CO2 em
missions end uup air-borne w
with the remaainder taken uup by nature (see
Schernikauu & Smith, 2022a on Clim
mate Impacts oof Fossil Fuels
ls). Therefore, CO2 taxes arre misleading
g and
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wrong, caausing econom
mic and enviroonmental unddesired distorttions such as the switch froom coal to ga
as for
climate reaasons, dismisssing the higherr climate impaact of methanee emissions asssociated with gas and espec
cially
LNG prodduction.
From the above analysiis (see also Scchernikau andd Smith 2022aa), it can be cooncluded that Levelized Co
ost of
Electricityy LCOE – whhich only incluudes Cost of B
Building (1), Cost of Fuel (2), Cost of O
Operation (3),, and
sometimess certain CO2 taxes (part of Cost of E
Emissions 7) – is not a reeliable, nor eenvironmentallly or
economicaally viable measure with whhich to evaluatte different forrms of energy generation at country or so
ociety
level. Onlyy FCOE incluudes all relevannt economic aand environmeental costs from emissions aand non-emisssions,
though its true value is difficult
d
– but nnot impossiblee – to determinne.
nergy
Renownedd energy think--tanks such as the Internationnal Energy Aggency (IEA) inn France, the Innternational En
Economicss Institute (IEE
EJ) in Japan, thhe OECD, or tthe US Energyy Information
n Agency (EIA
A) have pointed
d out
the incom
mpleteness of LCOE multipple times. Yet LCOE contin
nuess to be w
widely used ddespite its faillings,
usually w
without clear disclaimers
d
annd notes, evenn by these aagencies themsselves, by goovernments, banks,
institutions, NGOs, com
mpanies, many sscientists, and the common ppress.
wind and solarr) are
Undesirable effects occuur when convventional fuelss and variable renewable ennergy VRE (w
measured comppletely by FCO
OE categories 1−10
mixed to pprovide a counntry’s electricitty. These effeccts would be m
above. Foor instance, beeyond a certaiin point, usuaally about a 10-20% capaciity share, the cost to a nattion’s
electricity system always increases witth higher sharees of variable rrenewable eneergy VRE, suchh as wind and solar
(IEEJ, 20220, p. 124; IE
EA, 2019a, 20020c, p. 13). The reasons iinclude but arre not limitedd to the previo
ously
discussed differential energy
e
densityy and efficieency, intermitttency and thuus backup/stoorage requirem
ment,
low-capacity factors, interconnection costs, materiaal and energy costs, low eR
ROI, efficiencyy losses of ba
ackup
capacity, rroom costs for the space requuired and plantt/animal life deestroyed, recyccling needs, annd so forth.
The IEA cconfirmed in December
D
20200 (IEA 2020c,, p. 14): “…the system valuee of variable rrenewables suc
ch as
wind and ssolar decreasees as their sharre in the poweer supply increeases”. This would also remaain true if the price
of renewaable capacity (cost
(
item 1: Cost of Buildding) continuees to decline oor even were to reach zero. For
example, iit doesn’t channge the concluusion even if tthe price of soolar panels prooduced with cooal power in China
C
partially using forced labbor reaches zerro. This wouldd also remain ttrue if wind or solar technoloogy would reac
ch an
impossiblee 100% quantuum efficiency.

Figure 5. Fulll cost of electrricity to societyy – A completee picture
Note: Age caartoon original froom Alexandra Marrtin; energy cliff ffrom eROI for begginners; MIPS carrtoon from Seppo..net, eROI Weissb
bach et
al., 2013.
Source: Scheernikau Research and
a Analysis.
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LCOE is inadequate to compare intermittent forms of energy generation with dispatchable ones, and
therefore when making energy policy decisions at a country or society level. LCOE may, however, be used
selectively to compare dispatchable generation methods with similar material and energy inputs, such as coal and
gas. Using FCOE, or the full cost to society, wind and solar are not cheaper than conventional power generation
and in fact become more expensive the higher their penetration in the energy system. This is also illustrated by
the high cost of the so-called “green” energy transition especially to poorer nations (McKinsey, 2022; Wood
Mackenzie, 2022). If wind and solar were truly cheaper – in a free market economy – they would not require
trillions of dollars of government funding or subsidies, or laws to force their installation.
2.2 Energy Return on Energy Invested ‒ eROI
The authors suggest that environmental efficiency of energy is more complex than GHG emissions alone.
Especially energy return on energy invested, or energy return ‒ eROI, material input, lifetime, and recycling
efficiency need to be considered as they determine additional very important environmental and economic
elements for evaluating electricity generation.
eROI measures the energy efficiency of an energy gathering system. Higher eROI translates to lower
environmental and economic costs, thus lower prices and higher utility. Lower eROI translates to higher
environmental and economic costs, thus higher prices and lower utility. When we use less input energy to
produce the same output energy, our systems become environmentally and economically more viable. When we
use relatively more input energy for each unit of output energy, we risk what is referred to as “energy
starvation” (see Appendix on energy shortages). At an eROI of 1 or below, we are running our systems at an
energy deficit.
Note: Vaclav Smil’s Energy and Civilization – a History (Smil, 2017) is an excellent, highly-acclaimed
book on the subject of energy. In addition, the authors recommend Kiefer (2013) and Delannoy et al. (2021)
for more detailed discussions on eROI. Kis et al. (2018) approach eROI by using GER (Gross Energy Ratio)
and GEER (Gross External Energy Ratio). Kis et al. define GEER as life-cycle eROI and find a global
average for GEER of approx. 11:1. Due to the complexity of eROI, more research is required in
harmonizing the approach for its determination.
The eROI is generally higher for wind than for solar, also driven by the higher average capacity factor.
According to Carbajales-Dale et al. (2014), the average solar PV from a net energy efficiency point of view can
only “afford” 1,3 days of battery storage “before the industry operates at an energy deficit”. Wind, from a net
energy efficiency point of view, can “afford” over 80 days of geological storage (12 days of battery storage).
However, for the mentioned net energy efficiency calculations, the researchers made the simplifying yet
unrealistically generous assumption that a generation technology is supplied with enough energy flow (either
wind or sunlight) to deliver 24h of average electrical power output every single day. This means days or weeks
with no sun or wind would multiply the storage requirement and therefore further diminish the net energy
efficiency or eROI. Carbajales-Dale et al. included the proportion of electricity output consumed in
manufacturing and deploying new capacity.
It can be concluded that wind and solar have a very low eROI and are therefore a step backward in history in
terms of system energy efficiency. Their grid-scale employment risks energy starvation and is therefore not
desirable economically nor environmentally. The authors would like to point out that for certain applications, i.e.,
heating a pool that is not connected to the grid or heating water for personal use in remote areas, solar and wind
may be a desirable complement to our energy systems. The installation of wind and solar does reduce the amount
of fossil fuels combusted assuming no increase in power demand, which is the only positive of their employment.
This positive aspect comes at high costs summarized illustratively in Figure 3: Summary of shortcomings of
variable renewable energy for electricity generation.
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Fiigure 6. The cooncepts of eRO
OI and materiaal efficiency ‒ IIllustrative
Note:White aarrows illustrate future
fu
technologicaal improvements, red arrows illustrrate loss of energyy and therefore looss of eROI from CCUS
C
or “green” H2; (1) Material Inpput MIPS measurees the resource effficiency, i.e., mateerial input requiredd per unit of outpuut, here for examp
ple per
MW capacityy or per MWh of produced
p
electricitty which includess the materials requuired to build the generation capaciity.
(2) Space reqquirement measurees the land footpriint per unit of elecctricity produced.
Source: Scheernikau Research and
a Analysis.

manity’s dependdency on biom
mass, hydro, annd wind. Basedd on the new-ffound
The industtrial revolutionn reduced hum
high-eRO
OI-coal-energyy, this energyy revolution aallowed for thhe dramatic iincrease in sttandards of living,
life-expecttancy, industriialization, decrrease of heavyy human laborr, and abandonnment of slaveery. This revolution
and its positive impact on
o human life was only posssible due to a drastic increaase in energy aavailability, en
nergy
efficiency,, or eROI. Thhe energy revoolution came w
with a diversiification awayy from biomasss burning tow
wards
fossil fuelss, hydro, and later nuclear.
Prior to the industrial revvolution humaan developmennt peaked durinng the Roman Empire at an eestimated susta
ained
eROI of aaround 2:1 (Fiigure 6). Duriing the 20th ccentury, petroleeum’s high eR
ROI, higher eenergy density,, and
versatility enabled the trransportation rrevolution witth cars, aircrafft, and rockets. To appreciatee the magnitud
de of
petroleum’s discovery, consider
c
that tthree tablespooons of crude oil contain th
he equivalentt of eight hours of
human laabor (Kiefer, 2013, Note 55). Figure schematically illlustrates the concepts of eeROI and material
efficiency in today’s eleectricity system
ms and the im
mpact of CCU
US or hydrogen storage on energy efficiencies
(Supekar & Skerlos, 20115).
Dr. Euan Mearns 20166 based on Kiiefer’s work eexplains eROII and points out that modeern life requirres a
minimum eROI of 5−7 while
w
most solar and many wind installatiions dependingg on location hhave a lower eROI
e
and are theerefore inherenntly energy insufficient to suupport societyy at large. As pper Weissbach et al. (2013), solar
and biomaass in Northerrn Europe havve a buffered eROI of abouut 2−4. Kiefer defines “The Net Energy Cliff”
C
which dem
monstrates how
w – with declinning eROI – soociety would ccommit ever laarger amounts of available en
nergy
to energy ggathering activvities.
One exampple is employm
ment. Below aan eROI of 5−77, such great nuumbers of peoople would be w
working for en
nergy
gathering industries thatt there would not be enough people left to fill all otheer positions ouur current altru
uistic
society reqquires. Some, however, mayy argue that thiis is desirable due to artificiial intelligencee’s long-term threat
to human llabor. IEA’s reecent World Ennergy Outlookk (IEA, 2021b)) confirmed that global emplloyment would
d rise
from “reneewable” energyy systems, therrefore providinng evidence foor the lower eR
ROI of “renewable” technolo
ogies.
McKinseyy 2018, though not consideering the eRO
OI concept, arrgues that auttomation will replace low--level
workers; thhis trend is alrready well undderway. Thosee without higheer technical annd intellectual skills may bec
come
unemployaable in the fuuture workforcce. In essence,, McKinsey dooes not seem to see a probblem with a higher
employmeent in energy reelated industriees.
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The princiiple of energyy return on invvestment eROII is at the coree of society’s eenergy efficien
ncy which is at
a the
core of hu
umanity’s deveelopment and ssurvival.
2.3 The 2ndd Law of Therm
modynamics’ IImpact on Eneergy Systems
The prefacce already intrroduced the 1sst and 2nd Law
w of Thermodyynamics. Figurre 7 tries to suummarize the laws’
function. T
The 1st law sim
mply states thatt energy can neever be lost, onnly be convertted from one foorm to anotherr.

Figurre 7. 1st and 2nnd Law of Theermodynamics
Source: Scheernikau Illustrationn, graph from httpps://i.ytimg.com/vii/IyNNzOT4jO0/m
maxresdefault.jpgg

The 2nd Laaw introduces the concept oof entropy, anoother word for usefulness or value of enerrgy (high entro
opy =
high disordder, or low vallue of energy). Essentially, thhe 2nd law expplains why in a natural state heat always moves
m
from warm
m to cold and not the other w
way around. W
When energy is converted frrom one form to another, enttropy
always inccreases, or “usseful” energy is lost. The loogical conclusion for our m
modern energy systems is tha
at we
need to avvoid conversioon and storagge of energy as well as coomplexity of oour energy syystems as muc
ch as
possible, aas all of these result
r
in loss of useful energyy.
This loss of useful enerrgy is importaant because it directly transllates into reduuced system ennergy efficienc
cy. It
directly results in loweriing the eROI w
when we convvert wind poweer to hydrogenn, when we stoore hydrogen, when
w
we converrt hydrogen baack to power. IIt also directly results in warrming of our bbiosphere. The net efficiency
y of a
gas or coaal-fired power plant is also the result off the 2nd Law of Thermodynnamics. Everyy process that takes
place in thhe boiler, the turbine, or thhe generator “ccosts” energy that is lost inn form of low
w value heat to
o our
surroundinngs.
We establiished in chapteer 2 that the “ggreen” energy ttransition towaards variable reenewable enerrgy in form of wind
and solar w
will substantiaally increase thhe cost of elecctricity. The riise in cost willl primarily burrden poorer pe
eople
and develloping nationss (McKinsey, 2022; Wood Mackenzie, 22022). With tthe concept oof the 2nd Law
w of
Thermodyynamics, we caan now demonnstrate part of rreason why thee “green” eneergy transition will reduce global
net energyy efficiencies, because theyy require moree complex eneergy systems aand increasedd storage. The
e IEA
summarizeed the issue of increasing ccomplexity in their article E
Energy transitions require innnovation in power
system plaanning (IEA, 2022a, see Figuure 8) as follow
ws:
•

“SShifting away from
f
centralizzed thermal poower plants ass the main provviders of electtricity makes power
syystems more coomplex. Multipple services arre needed to m
maintain securee electricity suppply.

•

Inn addition to supplying
s
enouugh energy, theese include meeeting peak cap
apacity requireements, keeping the
power system stable
s
during short-term diisturbances, and having enoough flexibilitty to ramp up
p and
ddown in responnse to changes in supply or ddemand.”

More impoortantly, the 1sts Law of Therrmodynamics pproves that moost of our prodduced and con
nsumed energy
y will
end up in
n low-value orr high-entropyy heat and thus warms ourr biosphere addding to meassured tempera
ature
increase. T
The authors noote that there iss also embedded energy in thhe products thaat we produce that is not rele
eased
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in form oof heat. Thesse products aare primarily used for hoousing or endd up being consumables. The
well-docum
mented heat issland effect is also a manifeestation of thee heat emitted from our eneergy systems to
o our
surroundinngs.
When we produce energgy from sourcees such as nucclear, oil, coal,, gas, or even geothermal, thhen we take en
nergy
that is “innside our planeet” and in thee end convert it to low-valuue heat warminng our biosphhere. When we
e use
energy froom solar radiation by employying photovoltaics, we will nnot “net” warm
m our planet, oonly if we disre
egard
the warmiing from solarr panel’s absoorption and shifting atmosphheric circulatioon (Lu et all., 2020), and if
i we
disregard tthe energy for building and rrecycling the eequipment or ssystems requireed to extract annd use solar en
nergy.
Taking thee energy from
m wind has additional climaatic warming cconsequences as detailed byy Miller and Keith
K
2018. Higgh CO2 emittinng forms of prroducing enerrgy such as cooal or gas parttially off-set thhe warming of
o the
biosphere through CO2-ddriven fertilizaation and greenning that reduuces solar warm
ming (solar raddiation can only do
one thing, grow a plant, or warm the E
Earth, see Scheernikau & Smitth, 2022a).

Figure 8.. Current and F
Future Energy Security in Chhina
Source: Baseed on IEA, 2022a.

3. Discusssion (Projected
d Future of E
Energy and Su
uggestions for a Revised En
nergy Policy)
To allow ffor a “clean ennergy transitionn”, The Boston Consulting G
Group (BCG, 2021b) projeccts global wind
d and
solar poweer capacity to increase simiilar to Germanny’s past 20-yyear overbuildding (see Figurres 2 and 9). 2020
global pow
wer generationn capacity totaaled about 8.0000 GW, of whhich over 1.4000 GW were w
wind and solar. In 8
years (at ttime of writinng), by 2030, BCG projectss that wind annd solar alonee will have too reach 8.600 GW,
doubling ttoday’s entire global
g
electriciity capacity, thhe same as whaat happened inn Germany from 2002 until 2021.
2
Based on 22021 IRENA outlook
o
data, B
BCG also foreccasts that globbal wind and soolar installed ccapacity must reach
r
22.000 GW
W by 2050, almost quadrupple today’s enntire global eleectricity generration capacityy. It is the autthors’
opinion thhat these nam
me-plate capaccities will nott be reached as the world would run oout of energy, raw
materials, and money before
b
it happeens, and if theey were reacheed, the econom
mic and enviroonmental impa
act to
society woould be distresssing as explainned in this papper.
Such dram
matic expansionn of wind and solar will resuult in more fraagile and expennsive energy systems. It willl also
negativelyy impact the ennvironment (seee space requirrements, backuup, material innput, eROI, reccycling needs, local
climate im
mpacts, etc.) offsetting any ddesired – entiirely modeled – positive efffects on the global climate from
GHG emisssions reductioons. On the poositive side, inn the authors’ view the onlyy positive aspeect, such expan
nsion
will limit the use of fosssil raw materrials mined. T
The question iss, however, iff it would trulyy reduce totall raw
material uuse when honeestly and trulyy accounting ffor the entire life cycle from
m resource m
mining, via material
transportattion, processinng, manufactuuring and operration, to recyycling (Figuress 4 and 11). F
Further research is
required here.
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Figure 9. Wind/Solar
W
cappacity forecastt for 2050 to bee almost 4x todday’s total cappacity
Source: Scheernikau Research and
a Analysis based on IRENA, 20221 and BCG, 2021b.

After having risen from ~2 billion to ~
~8 billion in thhe past 100 yeaars, the UN prrojects that gloobal population
n will
rise furtheer from currenntly ~8 billion to ~10 billionn until 2050 (O
OurWorldInDaata, 2021). Poopulation may peak
around 11−
−12 billion byy the end of thhe century. Deespite continueed improvemeents in energy efficiencies, rising
r
living stanndards in devveloping natioons are forecaasted to increaase global avverage annual per capita en
nergy
consumptiion from ~21.0000 kWh to ~225.000 kWh byy 2050 (Lomboorg, 2020; BP, 2019).
As a resultt, and as illustrrated in Figuree 10, global prrimary energy consumption could rise by up to 50% by 2050
(~25% poopulation increease and ~20%
% PE/capita iincrease transllates to ~50%
% PE demand increase). En
nergy
demand grrowth is fueleed by developping nations inn Asia, Africaa, and South A
America. Devveloped nations are
expected to consume lesss energy in thee decades to coome, driven byy population decrease/stagnaation and efficiiency
increases. However, hisstorically, enerrgy efficiency improvementts have always increased ennergy demand (see
Jevons Paaradox, Polimeeni et al., 20155). To illustratte, please referr to the authorrs recommendded book Life After
Google (G
Gilder, 2018) exxplaining the iincreased requiirement for ennergy for globaal computing.
The authoors reiterate thhat recent moddels by McKinnsey estimate that global prrimary energy demand will only
increase byy 14% by 20550, while IEA’s 2021 Net-Zeero Pathway m
models a reducction by ~10%
% in primary en
nergy
by 2030, inn 8 years from
m writing of thiis paper, althouugh this is queestioned by thee energy indusstry and the au
uthors
(IEA, 2021e; McKinseyy, 2021). The ssame reports eestimate that gglobal electricity generation will almost do
ouble
from 20200 to 2050 alsso driven by the projected electrificationn of transporttation. The Innstitute for En
nergy
Economicss in Japan (IEE
EJ, 2021) preddicts global prrimary energy demand to inccrease by 30%
% by 2050 whille the
American EIA predicts a ~50% increaase (EIA, 2021). Kober et aal. 2020 compaare various ennergy scenarioss and
point out tthat essentiallyy all energy scenarios assum
me a decouplingg of economic growth and ennergy consump
ption
in the futuure.
Growth in
n electricity deemand will surpass primaryy energy grow
wth partially duue to the globaal electrificatio
on of
operationss. Electricity’s share of primaary energy willl also increasee because our llives become m
more computerized
and “gadggetized”. Electricity is alsoo planned to rreplace signifficant non-elecctricity energyy consumption
n for
transportattion (i.e., EVs)), heating (i.e.,, heat pump), aand industry (ii.e., DRI for steeel productionn).
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Figure 110. Global prim
mary energy froom 1750 to 20050
Note: Primarry electricity conveerted by direct equuivalent method. E
Exa-Joule (EJ), w
where 600 EJ approoximates 170.000 TWh
Source: Scheernikau Research and
a Analysis baseed on data compileed by J. David Huughes. Post-1965 ddata from BP, Stattistical Review of World
Energy (httpps://www.bp.com//en/global/corporaate/energy-econom
mics/statistical-revview-of-world-eneergy.html). Pre-19965 data from Arnulf
A
Grubler (19998): “Technology and Global Channge: Data Appenddix” (https://user.iiiasa.ac.at/~gruebller/Data/TechnoloogyAndGlobalCha
ange/),
and
Worlld
Energy
Council
(20133):
World
Energy
Scenaarios
Composiing
energy
futures
to
2050
(https://www
w.worldenergy.org//assets/downloadss/World-Energy-Sccenarios_Compossing-energy-futurees-to-2050_Executtive-summary.pdff).

Despite hooped-for technoological improovements, it is a prudent asssumption that wind and solaar alone will not be
able to gen
nerate enough
h total electriccity to match tthe expected ddemand increaase to 2050. Thhis is confirme
ed by
the IEEJ 22021 forecastinng an absolutee increase in ffossil fuels share in primaryy energy in itss reference casse by
2050. In Juuly 2021, the IEA
I
confirmedd that “…[reneewables] are expected to be able to serve oonly around ha
alf of
the projectted growth in global
g
[electriccity] demand iin 2021 and 20022” (IEA, 20221c). For prim
mary energy gro
owth,
the renewaable share willl be only a fracction, perhaps 20%, as todayy about 2/5th oof primary eneergy is consum
med in
electricity production.
w
to fulfil aall future increeases in primaary energy dem
mand, it becom
mes evident tha
at for
Even if wiind and solar were
the next 300 years and beeyond we will continue to deepend on conveentional energgy resources foor a large portio
on, if
not the vasst majority, off our global eneergy needs. Foor recent “Net--Zero” pathwaays (IEA, 20211e) and scenariios to
succeed onn paper, they require a num
mber of highlyy optimistic, ooften unrealisttic, assumptions related to rapid
advances in technologgy developmeent, hydrogenn penetration, demand currtailments, raaw materials with
controllablle prices and supply
s
availabiility, and so foorth. They alsoo largely dismiiss eROI, mateerial input, lifetime,
and realisttic recycling asssumptions andd thus “renewaables’” negativve economic annd environmenntal impact.
4. Conclussions and Futture Research
h (Future Enerrgy Policy)
Energy policy is of utmoost importancee and has three objectives:
(1) Securrity of supply,
(2) Afforrdability of suppply, and
(3) Envirronmental prottection.
Today’s ennergy policy, however,
h
focuuses simplisticaally on reducinng anthropogeenic (human-caaused-energy) CO2
emissions to limit or redduce future gloobal warming (Figure 11). A
As demonstrateed by Glasgow
w’s COP26 meeting
results from
m November 2021
2
includingg but not limitted to the “Gloobal Coal to C
Clean Power Trransition State
ement”
(UN-COP226 2021), manny nations’ eneergy policy deecisions today pay less attenntion onto objeectives (1) and
d (2),
and even most aspects of (3) such aas plant/animaal life, land/sppace use, matterial & energgy input, recycling
efficiency (see Figures 3,
3 11, and 12). The 2022 Ruussia/Ukraine crisis has put new focus onn energy securiity at
least in Euurope which to
t a large exteent has relied on Russian ennergy raw matterial supply aand spent 20 years
y
reducing iits own energyy independence (see Germanny’s political ddecisions to abbandon coal aand nuclear and the
EU’s extennsive initiativees to divest frrom reliable foossil fuel enerrgy sources). T
This new focuus, however, seems
rather ad-hhoc than strategic.
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Figure 11. Environmenntal impact of energy system
ms − Why carboon taxation leaads to distortioons and undesirred
connsequences
Source: Scheernikau Illustrationn.

The objecttive of global investments inn the “energy ttransition” shoould be to meeet all three prim
me goals of en
nergy
policy, nott only one subb-goal, to reduuce human-ennergy CO2 emiissions. Todayy’s misguided energy investment
focus on w
wind and solarr increases thee risk of energy
gy starvation w
with all its conssequences (seee Appendix).
The full coost of electriciity FCOE andd eROI illustraate that wind aand solar are, uunfortunately, not the solutio
on to
humanity’s energy problem. At grid sscale, they willl lead to undeesired econom
mic and environnmental outco
omes.
The use off LCOE for thhe purpose of ddiscussing the “green” energgy transition m
must cease becaause it continu
ues to
mislead deecision makerss. Governmentts, industries, aand educationaal institutions aare urgently enncouraged to spend
s
additional time on learniing and discussing energy ecconomic realitiies before forccing the basis oof today’s existtence
away from
m proven and relatively affoordable energyy systems. It ttakes only eneergy to solve tthe food and water
w
crisis, it taakes only energgy to withstandd natural disasters, it takes onnly energy to eeradicate poveerty.
It must bee understood that
t
the dramaatic planned iincrease in insstalled solar aand wind capaacity as detaile
ed in
Figure 10 has one advaantage, it reducces the amounnt of required fossil or nuclear fuel consuumed, assumin
ng no
increase inn power demaand. However, this one “advvantage” comees at significaant costs to ouur environmentt and
economiess that have beeen detailed heerein. The cossts to the enviironment origiinate from thee intermittency
y and
inherent loow eROI of VR
RE when consiidering the enttire value chainn and life-cyclle (Figure 11).
The New E
Energy Revollution is a poinnt in time wheere humanity ccan sustainablyy wean off fossil fuels. Such
h new
energy sysstem may be completely neew, possible a combinationn of fusion orr fission, solarr, geothermal, or a
presently uunknown enerrgy source (seee also Manheim
mer, 2022). It would likely harness the poower of the nu
uclear
force, the ppower of our planetary
p
systeem (i.e., sun), aand the energyy from within oour planet. It w
will have little to do
with todayy’s wind and photovoltaic tecchnologies duee to the physiccal limits of ennergy density, oor energy avaiilable
per m2, and intermittencyy.
The authors suggest thaat to reach thiss New Energyy Revolution, more must bee invested in eeducation and base
research (eenergy generattion, material eextraction & pprocessing, storrage, superconnductors, efficiient recycling, etc.).
Just as impportant is the second
s
suggesttion for continuued simultaneous investmennt in conventioonal energy to make
m
it more effficient and envvironmentally ffriendly. It muust be noted, hoowever, that noon-CO2 emittinng forms of en
nergy
generationn will have no heat-offset inn the form of ggreening and ffertilizing CO2 (see Harverdd et al., 2019; Idso,
2021 for aan extensive list of peer-reviiewed literaturre). The reduceed energy efficciency of VRE
E and the incre
eased
generationn of energy froom non-fossil origins will loogically cause an increase inn low-value orr high-entropy
y heat
that will coontinue to warrm our planet eeven if no GHG
Gs were emitteed.
The authorrs suggest thatt future researcch and developpment should concentrate onn understandinng the true eRO
OI of
energy sysstems to aid prioritization,
p
and on reduccing emissionss and non-emiissions environmental impa
act of
existing ennergy systemss. Future reseearch should ddetail and quaantify FCOE and eROI forr conventionall and
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variable reenewable energgy systems, thiis work requirees funding, a larger team, annd will be a gloobal effort.
To further optimize convventional energgy systems, thhe authors sugggest that ultra-super-critical ppower plants (USC)
(
and high-eefficiency, low
w-emissions (H
HELE) technoologies shouldd be further rresearched andd implemented
d for
increasing their efficienccies. USC techhnology wouldd have an imm
mediate positivee effect on natture at significantly
lower costts than installling grid-scalee variable reneewable energyy systems withh the requiredd backup (see also
Tramosljikka et al., 20211). If CO2 emiissions need too be reduced, one of the moost energy andd material effiicient
ways wouuld be to equuip USC poweer plants withh CCUS technnology. Howeever, the undiisputed benefits of
increased CO2 concentraations in the aatmosphere because of its phhotosynthetic and growth efffects (fertiliza
ation)
on plants nneed to be considered in enerrgy policy deccisions as well..
Investmen
nt in – not diivestment from
m – fossil fueel is the logicaal conclusion
n not only to eradicate (ene
ergy)
poverty, im
mprove enviroonmental andd economic eff
fficiency of foossil-fuel-instaalled capacity (whether it be for
transportaation, heating, or generatingg electricity), but also to avvoid a prolonnged energy crrisis that starte
ed in
second hallf of 2021.

1 Variable reenewable energgy does not fullfil objectives of energy policy
Figure 12.
Source: Scheernikau Illustrationn.

5. Append
dix: Energy Shortages, Imp
pacts and Cau
uses
The apparrent energy shoortage in Euroope and other pparts of the w
world starting in 2021 illustraates FCOE and the
explained high cost of variable renewable energy.. The lack off investment inn conventionaal forms of en
nergy
resulted inn undersupplyy while at the same time w
wind and solarr were not abble to satisfy increased dem
mand.
Germany’ss highest conssumer power pprices of any iindustrialized nations is furtther evidence of FCOE and thus
also drivenn by Germany’s relatively hiigh penetrationn of VRE.
BCG and IIEF Internationnal Energy Forum warned inn their Decembber 2020 Energgy report Oil aand Gas Investtment
in the New
w Risk Environnment that “…
… by 2030, invvestment levels
ls [in oil and ggas] will needd to rise by at least
US$ 225 bbillion from 20020 levels to sttave off a [eneergy] crisis” (B
BCG & IEF, 2020). Investm
ments in coal are pro
rata even llower than in oil and gas (F
Figure 13). Thhe press startedd to pick up thhis subject in tthe third quartter of
2021 whenn energy resouurces and elecctricity prices started to soaar and first siggns of a globaal energy shortages
surfaced.
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F
Figure 13. Inveestments in coaal less than hallf of wind/solaar, while coal pprovides 4x moore power
Note: Right sside includes inveestments in fuel suupply and power; for Gas it is assum
med that 50% of ttotal “oil & gas” fuel supply investtments
went into gass (511 B$ x 0,5 = 255
2 B$).
Sources: Schhernikau Research and Analysis baseed no IEA and BN
NEF Data; IEA’s W
World Energy Inveestment 2020.

Ukraine also iillustrated the fragility of gglobal energy systems and how
The 2022 Russian invaasion of the U
p
are, esspecially whenn it comes to ooil, gas, and nuuclear. Of the dispatchable forms
f
intertwinedd energy and politics
of energy, coal, hydro, and
a geothermall energy are thhe least politicaal. Below a lisst of selected ppress articles on the
topic of thhe “new energyy crisis”, for linnks see Note 66.
1) Bjarnee Schieldrop, chief commoddities analyst at SEB, Mar 2022: “The gglobal econom
my is facing en
nergy
starvaation right now
w’ and ‘demandd destruction w
will set a limit to the upside eeventually”.
2) Vaclaav Smil wrote in
i Feb. 2022 rreferring to thee Russian invaasion to the Ukkraine: “This w
war will have many
m
long-tterm consequeences, but posssibly none moore important than its effectts on the futurre of the Euro
opean
energyy supply”.
3) The N
N24 wrote in Feb 2022: “Thee worst energy crisis since 19973”.
4) CNN wrote in Nov 2021: “… antti-poverty orgaanizations andd environmentaal campaignerss have warned
d that
millions of people across Europe m
may not be able to afford to heat their hom
mes this winterr ...”.
5) Wikippedia set up a separate pagee and referenceed the 2021 G
Global Energy Crisis in Novvember 2021: “The
2021 gglobal energy crisis is an onngoing shortagge of energy accross the worlld, affecting coountries such as
a the
Unitedd Kingdom andd China, amonng others”.
6) Bloom
mberg wrote inn Oct 2021: “T
The world is livving through tthe first major energy crisis of the clean-power
transiition. It won’t be
b the last”.
7) The G
Globe and Maiil wrote in Octt 2021: “Indiaa’s coal crisis bbrews as poweer demand surrges, record global
pricess bite”.
8) Bloom
mberg wrote inn Sep 2021: “E
Europe is shortt of gas and cooal and if the w
wind doesn’t bllow, the worst--case
scenarrio could plaay out: wideespread blackkouts that forrce businessees and factorries to shut. The
unpreecedented enerrgy crunch hass been brewingg for years, wiith Europe groowing increasiingly dependen
nt on
interm
mittent sourcess of energy succh as wind andd solar while innvestments in ffossil fuels decclined”.
9) Nikkeei Asia wrote in Sep 2021: “Key Apple, Tesla supplierrs halt producction amid Chhina power cru
unch.
Bloom
mberg follows in the same m
month that Chiina may be diving head firsst into a powerr supply shock
k that
could hit Asia’s larggest economy hard just as thhe Evergrandee crisis sends sshockwaves thhrough its financial
system
m”.
10) Bloom
mberg quoted a gas executivee in Aug 2021 warning that current energyy policy could disrupt delive
ery of
adequuate and afforddable fuel supply to consum
mers: “The lacck of capital innvestments in future natural gas
projeccts does not leead us to an eenergy transitioon, but insteadd leads us dow
wn an inevitabble path towarrd an
energyy crisis”.
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The human and economic costs from shortages in electricity supply are apparent from several examples
worldwide. A European example includes the 28th September 2003 Italian power outages. That day, the North of
Italy experienced up to 3h-outage and the South (Sicily) up to 16h. A loss of 200 GWh to customers resulted in
an estimated EUR 1,2 billion economic loss (Baruya, 2019, former IEA Clean Coal Center). Baruya summarizes
“In developing regions, such as sub-Saharan Africa, shortages in energy supplies impede business and economic
growth. In advanced economies, failure in the power grid and generating capacity has also led to measurable
economic losses, such as those seen in Italy in recent years”. Another direct impact of electricity outages will be
loss to human lives and health. It must be noted, that none of the “Net-Zero” models or scenarios account for any
cost resulting from energy shortage or energy starvation.
We have shown that the “energy transition” to variable renewable forms of energies such as wind and solar
will result in higher electricity costs. Energy-transition-supporting strategy consultant McKinsey 2022
summarizes “A Net-Zero transition would have a significant and often front-loaded effect on demand, capital
allocation, costs, and jobs”. Research shows that a rise in electricity prices impacts economic output. Baruya
2019 summarized the impact of rising electricity costs to industries in China, the US, Russia, Mexico, Turkey,
and Europe based on scientific research. The coefficients of elasticity between economic output and electricity
prices were irrefutably negative. Output declined faster in the non-metallic minerals (cement) sector, metal
smelting and processing, chemical industry, and mining and metal products. For example, in Vietnam, impacts of
an increase in the electricity tariff on the long-run marginal cost of products manufactured using
electricity-intensive processes were examined in 2008. An increase in tariffs drove price inflation of all affected
goods and services (Baruya, 2019).
Baruya (2019) continues and confirms the authors’ analysis how the retirement of fossil fuel-fired power plants
without adequate, reliable, and affordable alternatives will “reduce the amount of backup power to less than the
amount required to meet capacity shortages during peak electricity demand”. Developing and industrializing
nations, such as India, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Pakistan will be negatively affected by the cessation of
funding from Western financial institutions. Alternative funding may lead to the adoption of less efficient
generating technologies resulting in increased environmental burden. Consequently, industrializing countries that
do not invest in high-efficiency, low-emissions (HELE) conventional fuel technologies could face higher costs of
generation, higher emissions reducing their competitiveness, and as a result slowing economic growth.
If investments in fossil fuels will not increase substantially and very soon, a prolonged global energy crisis
will be difficult to avoid this decade. This remains true, even if all sustainability goals are achieved and wind
and solar capacity continues to increase as planned or hoped. Global energy markets during the 2021 Covid
recovery in Europe and Asia and the Russian/Ukrainian war in 2022 are testimonies to the impact of energy
shortages.
The authors refer to Kiefer 2013 and reiterate that today oil, coal, gas, and uranium are the primary energy
sources that nourish rather than starve governments and economies. A true primary energy source, like a true
food source, need not to be subsidized. It must, by definition, yield many times more energy (and wealth) than it
consumes, or else it is a sink, not a source. It is not by subsidies, but rather by the merits of eROI, material
efficiency, and energy density, and in spite of heavy taxation and fierce competition with other energy
alternatives, that oil, coal, gas, and nuclear have grown to dominate the global energy economy by over 80%.
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Notes
Note 1. The numbers include only “EEG-Gesamtvergütung” (EEG compensation package), but no other
investments, research, subsidies, etc.
Note 2. The fall of primary energy, among others, has to do with the assumed 100% efficiency of wind and solar
electricity when calculating its share in PE. In other words, it is mistakenly assumed that wind and solar
electricity generation was converted, conditioned, balanced, and transmitted at 100% efficiency without any
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losses or energy costs, or at least at the same efficiency as conventionals, which is not the case. If one were to
assume a more realistic lower net efficiency, the primary energy share of wind and solar would increase and
reported total primary energy in Germany wouldn’t fall as much.
Note 3. LCOE = Levelized Cost of Electricity; VALCOE = Value-Adjusted Cost of Electricity; LACE =
Levelized Avoided Cost of Electricity; LCOS = Levelized Cost of Storage; VRE = Variable Renewable Energy.
Note 4. The IMF reported about US$ 450 billion of global “explicit” fossil fuel subsidies in 2020 and about
US$ 5,5 trillion in so called “implicit” subsidies for fossil fuels (IMF, 2021). IRENA estimates that “renewables”
received around US$ 130 billion of subsidies in 2017 (IRENA, 2020), thus per MWh significantly more than
fossil fuels. The EU spends already more subsidies on “renewables” than on fossil fuels in absolute terms (EC
2022, p. 30). The authors dismiss the logic of implicit subsidies as virtually any number can be calculated
depending on the assumptions made, and all forms of energy receive “implicit” subsidies, whether it be solar,
wind, biomass, hydro, gas, coal, or nuclear. For example, wind and solar are not CO2-taxed even though their
production and recycling emit significant amounts of GHGs. For projected cost of global warming, please refer
to Nordhaus 2018, Lomborg 2020, and Kahn 2021. To truly compare subsidies, they will always have to be
baselined on a per unit of output energy basis and include the full value chain, which is rarely done.
Note 5. Based on Kiefer 2013: eROI for humans and oxen as ratio of max work output divided by food calorie
input calculated from Homer-Dixon’s online data as 0,175:1. eROI for Roman wheat as ratio of food calorie
output divided by labor and seed grain inputs was 10,5:1. eROI for alfalfa was 27:1. Humans eating wheat yield
heavy labor eROI of 0,175 x 10,5 = 1,8:1. Oxen eating alfalfa yield eROI of 0,175 x 27 = 4,7:1. Teaming
humans with oxen and applying reductions for idle time and for light work/skilled labor versus heavy labor gives
~4,2:1 peak eROI and ~1,8:1 sustained eROI.
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-55-and-rising/);
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